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While we readily comprehend movement in animals, it takes more imagination for us to grasp the concept of 
movement in plants.  Sources for illustration (Animal): Garvie, Steve. The Great Trek. 2010. Wikimedia Commons. 
Web. 15 Apr. 2015.  Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Great_Trek.jpg.
License: Sources for illustration (plants sprouting): Favreau, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en. 
Jean-Marie. Sprouter. 2006. Wikimedia Commons. Web. 15 Apr. 2015. 
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The rotation of the Earth around itself creates 
the impression that the Sun and the stars 
revolve around it. This photograph captures the 
apparent motion of stars over 91 minutes in the 
night sky.  Source: Lee, James Ronald. 91 
Minutes of the Night Sky. 2010.Wikimedia 






































































































































































The rotation of the Earth around itself creates 
the impression that the Sun and the stars 
revolve around it. This photograph captures the 
apparent motion of stars over 91 minutes in the 
night sky.  Source: Lee, James Ronald. 91 
Minutes of the Night Sky. 2010.Wikimedia 
Commons. Web. 15 Apr. 2015. 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:91_minute
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